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Gamma ray multiplicities and the (HI,xn) cross sections for the dominan1 reaction channel were
measured at near-barrier bombarding energies for the systems a+‘%n and “C+““Sm. The mean
value of the spin distribution of the compound nucleus was obtained for each of the systemsstudied.
The results of thesr measurements together with the results of an earlirr study on ‘“O+ ‘%n indicate that at bombarding energies near and below the Coulomb barrier the spin distributions of the
compound nucleus are broader than the triangular distributions enpected from a Sharp cutoff model,
these deviations being larger for the more massivr projectiles. The differrnt behavior of the thrce
rystems clearly indicates the importance of thr centrifuga1 harria penetrability in determining thc
spin distribution of the compound nucleus. The absolutc values of the mean angular momentum can
be accounted for if ene also includrs deformation effects. A ene-dimensional barrier-penetradon
model including the effect of averaging over the orientadon of the deformed target can account for
the experimental results.

1. INTRODUCTION

ical pictures of the relevant parameters that determine
this distribution.
The quantum mechanical barrier penetration effects
The spin distribution
of the CN has often been
play a central role in near- and sub-barrier fusion reacparametrized using the Sharp cutoff model, where only
tions, since classically ene expects the fusion cross section
the partial waves 1, below a certain value ICnt, are assumed
to vanish suddenly as the bombarding energy becomes less
to contribute to the fusion cross section and with probathan the interaction barrier. Barrier penetration and rebility equal to ox. This assumption becomes progressiveflection not 0n1y affect the dependence of the fusion CTOSS ly worse as the reduced mass of the entrance channel insection at near- and sub-baria energies, but also the discreases, as well as when the bombarding energy decreases
tribution of strength for the different partial waves which
toward the barrier energy.
are crucial in determining the spin distribution of the
In a recent publication,’ we reported on a study of the
compound nucleus (CN). There is increasing evidente
compound nucleus spin distribution for the ‘“O+‘%m
that some features of sub-barrier fusion cross sections
system. We deduced from this measurement a fairly
cannot be explained in terms of a quantum mechanical
bread spin distribution of the CN at near-barrier energies.
treatment of a ene-dimensional barrier, and that the couThe mean spin values could be reproduced by calculations
pling of additional degrees of freedom has to be conwhich incorporated both centrifuga] barrier penetration
sidered. Such couplings can result in fluctuations in the
effects and target defonnation effects. In arder to isolate
effective barrier height for each partial wave. We will
the effect of the centrifuga1 barrier penetrability on the
concentrate our attention in this work on the understandspin distribution of the CN, in the present work we have
ing of the spin distribution of the compound nucleus at
performed similar experiments on the same target using
near-barrier energies, and its connection with centrifuga]
different projectiles so as to vary the reduced mass of the
baria fluctuations and penetrabilities.
entrance channel, while maintaining the target deformaThere are a number of reasons that make the study of
tion constant.
the spin distribution an interesting subject. It is well
The effective potential V,&r,l)
for the entrance chanknown that the branching ratios for y ray, neutro”, pro“el can be written as the sum of nuclear, Coulomb, and
ton, alpha particle, and fission decay of the CN are very
centrifuga1 potentials. At the effective interaction dissensitive to the angular momentum of the CN.‘,* The reltance Rb, where Veff reaches its maximum, we have
ative yields of xn and (x + 1)n evaporation products are
I(1+l)fi’
also quite sensitive to the width of the spin distribution.’
V&Q,,I)=
V,+
(1)
Also the angular distribution of fission fragments in
Wb
fusion-fission reactions depends on the spin distribution
of the CN.’ There have been severa1 recent reports of
in the usual notation, where I is the orbital angular
anomalous moments of inertia deduce3 from fission fragmomentum in the entrance channel, p is the effective inment angular distributions which may reflect spin distriertia parameter, and V, is the Coulomb barrier resulting
bution effects.4,s It would be useful to have reliable ways
from the sum of the nuclear and Coulomb potentials. We
of predicting the spin distribution of the compound nusee that the magnitude of pR2 strongly affects the contricleus produced in fusion reactions, as well as simple physbution of the centrifuga] potential to the effective interac-
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tion barrier for each partial wave. Consequently by studying the dependence of the spin distribution of the CN for
systems with different rednced mases, we can address the
question of how relevant the centrifuga1 potential is in
determining these spin distributions. We have therefore
extended onr previous stndy of the 160+ ‘%n system to
the a+‘%im
and “C+%m
systems. According to preliminary statistical decay model calculations using the
code CASCADE (Ref. 61, the main channel open at nearbarrirr energies for the last two systems are thr (a,2n)
and (“C,4n), respectively. The residual nuclei produced
by these reactions are well deformed even-even nuclei with
known gamma-decay schemes.’
The method for characterizing the spin distribution of
the CN that was available to us consisted in determining
the first two moments of this distribution, proportional to
the moment of arder 0, ofus, and the moment of arder 1,
(1). The fusion cross section was determined from the
measurement of the channel cross section (HI+“),
oxn,
where x corresponds Lo the main decay channel of the
CN, and a statistical model calculation of the (smaller)
yields of unobserved channels. The channel cross section
was determined from the y-ray yield associated with the y
decay of the residual nucleus produced in the reaction
(HI,xn).
The average angular momentum was determined from gamma-ray multiplicity measurements.
II. EXPERIMENT
The experimental method used for determining the
gamma-ray multiplicities M, and the channel cross sectlons crxn is the same as was used in Ref. 2. The expetimental setup consisted of two 7.6x7.6 cm Na1 detectors
placed at 55” and 125” with respect to the beam, and a
26.9% efficient GecL¡) detector placed at 90” with respect
ta the beam, 4 cm from the target. An example of the
singles and coincidence gamma ray spectra taken with the
Ge(Li) detector is shown in Fig. 1. A silicon surface barrier detector was placed at 30” as a monitor for obtaining
absolute cross sections.
A self-supporting enriched ‘%m (98.7%) target of 500
pg/cm” was used. AII the beam energies were corrected
to the midpoint of the target.
III. EXPERIMENTAL

where the input angular momentum is relatively well understood.‘O It has an asymptotic behavior for (I) -0 of
M,=2.4
that is compatible with the M,,z4+
1 observed
in thermal neutron capture reactions, where the average
angular momentum brought to the CN is nearly zero. [In
the case of (HI,xn) reactions, the average excitation energy leading to gamma emission is half the neutro” binding
energy for low (I ), whereas in the case of the thermal
neutron capture reaction, the excitation energy is the neutro” binding energy.]
In arder to estimate the absolute uncertainty in using
Eq. (21, we follow a technique similar to the one that we
have used previously,* namely, we consider two extreme
possibilities that are still compatible with the calibration
reaction data for the dependence of M, on (1) in this region of the periodic table. These are dependencies of the
same general form as Eq. (21, but with different slopes,

RESULTS

A. Gamma-ray multiplicities and average angular momenta
The y multiplicities were determined from the ratio of
the intensities of a given y transition in the Ge(Li) spectrum in coincidence with any y ray in either of the Na1
detectors to the intensity of the same transition in the singles GelLi) spectrum. The results are given in Tables 1
and II.
We follow a procedure similar to the one we have used
previously’ for converting M, into (1) The relationship
we use is
(1)=1.65(M,p2.4),

FIG. 1. Singles and coincidence Gr(Li) sprctra for the reaction “C + “‘Sm at E:L= 53 MeV. A dot on top of a peak indicates â transition in lh’Er, whereas a trianglc indicates a gamma
transition in ‘%m.

(2)

which is consistent with the expressions employed by other authors8,9 for nuclei in the same region of the periodic
table. It is based on measured multiplicities for reactions

1, = 1.82(M,-3.3)

(3)

I,=1.51(M,-1.5)

(4)

and

B. Channel cross sections LT,.
We have used the singles GecL¡) spectra together with
the information obtained from the monitor for determining the transition cross section ux,,(J), i.e., the cross section for the transition J-J-2
in the residual nucleus
produced afta the emission of x neutrons. The chan&
cross section LT~,>,for each bombarding energy, was determined by extrapolating the transition cross section to
J =O. We fit the measured transition cross sections as a
function of the parent spin J using the empirical exprcssion
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TABLE
1. Measured 4+ +2+ transition cross sections 0(n,2nl
and their uncertainties Aa, total
fusion cmss sections OR><and their total absolute uncrrtainties Aoru., rotational cascade intensity distribution parametrrs Jn and C [Eq. (5)], using LI = 1.6, gamma ray multiplicities
M, and their uncertainties AM,, and mean angular momenta (I) [Eq. (211 for the a + “‘Sm reaction. (Note the following:
In
Tabla 1 and II, the values of An include only the statistical uncertainties, whereas the values of Auf,,
include the uncertainties due to statistics and accuracy in the determination
of char, as well as an estimated uncertainty of 8% in the calculated yields. All these contributions were added in quadrature.)
EI&
(MrV)

a(o,2nl
lmbl

AO
(mb)

uiur
lmb)

AU,,,,
(mbl

JC

C
(mb)

M”

AM,

(1)

15
15.5
16
16.5
17
17
17.5
18
19
20
2”
21
21
22
22
23
24
24

8
23
41
80
139
148
219
317
506
552
672
698
730
874
796
807
907
875

4
4
3
5
8.3
8
13
19
30
35
40
42
44
55
48
48
54
55

18
48
82
145
224
238
313
423
595
600
730
735
768
920
X38
867
1008
972

9
5
9
14
22
24
30
42
60
60
73
73
77
65
84
86
100
97

2.7
2.9
3.5
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.9
4.1
4.2
5.0
5.0
5.5
5.5
6.1
6.1
6.3
6.5
6.2

9.5
26
45.6
87
152
163
239
341
543
576
703
721
754
822
809
823
890
894

2.8
2.8
3.1
3.3
3.7
3.x
4.1
4.4
5.0
5.7
5.5
6.0
6.0
6.5
6.5
7.0
7.4
7.3

0.7
0.3
0.25
0.5
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.2
0.2
0.2

0.7
0.7
1.2
1.5
2.1
2.3
2.8
3.3
4.3
5.4
5.1
5.9
5.9
6.8
6.8
7.6
8.2
8.1

Y(J)=C/Il+exp[(Jo-J)/a]I

(5)

The channel cross section is then given by oxn= Y(J =Ol.
The parameters
Jo, C, and u were varied so as to minimize the X2 fit to the data at each bombarding
energy.
For each of the systems studied we found that a constant
value of the width parameter
a gave a reasonable fit at al1
bombarding
energies.
For the case of ‘54Sm(a,2n)
we
used n =1.6, and for the case of ‘54Sm(‘2C,4n)
we used
a =3.5.
Examples
of transition
cross sections and their
fits are given in Fig. 2. We also noticed a smooth increase
of JO with the bombarding
energy for each of the reac-

tions studied kee Tables 1 and II). We have previously
shown that this procedure
gives chan&
cross sections for
‘60+‘54Sm
in good agreement
with the results obtained
by Stokstad rf al.” by a different
method.
With regard to other decay channels
[e.g., (x ~ lln,
(x + l)n] that may be open at certain hombarding
energies for each system, we have not been able to determine
their cross section.
In the singles GecL¡) spectra it has not
been possible to identify
any lines that would be associated with the y transitions
among
the known
low-lying
states in the corresponding
residual nuclei. The reason for
not seeing these lines may be associated with the fact that

TABLE II. Measured 4++2+
transition cross sections o(“C,4nl
and their statistical uncertainties
A<r, total fusion cross sections vfur and their total absolute uncertainties Auru,,, rotational cascade intensity distribution
parameters Jo and C [Eq. (511 using a =3.5, gamma-ray multiplicities
M, and their
uncertainties
AM,, and mean angular momenta (1) [Eq. (211 for the “C+‘%m
redction.
&b
(MeV)
46.7
47.7
48.7
49.7
49.7
50.7
51.7
52.7
54.7
56.7
58.7
60.7

1.7
5.8
16.3
40.3
42
82
123
177
271
323
411
414

AO
(mbl

otu,
lmbl

AUt”,
(mb)

JO

0.5
0.8
1.5
2.5
3
5
6

8
22
51
89
93
150
199
263
361
409
514
545

4
4.2
8.6
16
12
15
20
26
36
36
51
54

2.0
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.0
3.5
4.0
4.5
5.5
6.5
7.5
8.5

ll
17
20
26
26

c
(mb)

M,

2.7
9.1
24
57
61
112
163
229
327
373
459
451

4.9
4.8
5.3
b.2
5.9
6.9
7.0
7.9
8.7
10.1
11.1
ll.4

AM,
0.6
1.0
1.1
0.6

0.6
0.4
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3

CL)
4.1
4.0
4.8
6.3
5.x
7.4
7.6
9.1
10.4
12.7
14.4
14.9
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FIG. 3. Relative yields for the system ‘bO+“oNd as a funcdon of the bombarding energy. The data points are from Ref.
12, whereas the solid curves are the predictions of CASCADE.
J

C. Determination of the fusion cmss sections

FIG. 2. Transidon cross sections for the ground state rotational band transition J-J-2 produced in the ‘i’Sm(‘2C,4n) (left
pan&) and the “‘Sm(‘He,2n) (right panels) reactions. The full
cnwes are Fermi funaion fits to the data as described in the
text.
the y-decay scheme of these odd-even residual nuclei are
more complicated than those of even-even nuclei. Also,
we chose a bombarding energy range where the cross sections associated with these odd-even residual nuclei would
usually be small.

In arder to calculate the values of the fusion cross section ofus from the channel cross sections czn it is necessary to know the relative yield Y,,=o,./o~.,
for each energy. For the case of a + ‘%m and %+ ‘%n the values
of Y,,, were not known, so that we have relied on the predictions given by the statistical decay code CASCADE(Ref.
6) for estimating Y,,. The spin distributions required in
these calculations have been obtained by iteration and are
consistent with our final spin distñbutions.
In arder to
assess the ability of this code for predicting Y,,, we used

400

40 45 50 55 60 65
IOOO/E,,,,

(I/MeV)

FIG. 4. Fusion cross sections for the LI, ‘“C, and ‘bO+‘54Sm systems as a function of lOW/E,,,..
The vaIues of R, and V, were
determined from the dotted straight line fitted to the above-barrier data using Eq. (131. The solid curve is the prediction of the Wong
modcl using the parameters presented in Tablr III.
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where oI represents the partial fusion cross section, E and
k are the cm. bombarding energy and wave number for
the relative motion, respectively. P,(E) represe& the
probability that a given partial wave I in the entrance
channel leads to fusion. In the barrier penetration model
ene assumes that P,(E) is just equal to the penetrability of
the effective interaction potential barrier.
A further simplification can be achieved, if we approximate the various effective interaction potentials around
their relative maxima by inverted parabolas of height VI
and frequency w,. For a parabolic barrier the penetration
coefficients P,(E) are given exactly by the Hill-Wheeler”
formula

ElO,

(MeV)

P,L!3=

FIG. 5. Fusion cross sections for the a and ‘“C+“‘Sm system as a function of laboratory bombarding energy (Ed
The
solid curve represents thc prediction of the Wang model using
the parameters given in T’ableIII.
the system ‘60+‘54Sm as a test. Except for the characterization of the input spin distribution (see below) the default parameters of the code were generally employed.
We found that the predictions of CASCADE agree quite
nicrly with the results obtained by Stokstad ef al.”
For the case of ‘?Z+ ‘54Sm, we used the following semiempirical method. Since the reaction yields are experimentally known for the system ‘bO+‘50Nd,‘z which leads
to the same compound system as ‘2C+‘54Sm and in approximately the same region of excitation energy and angular momentum, we used the reaction ‘60+‘S0Nd as a
bench mark for testing the predictions of the program
CASCADE. The relative yields are also predicted quite well
for this system, as shown in Fig. 3. This agreement indicates that the parameters used to obtain the decay of the
CN are quite reasonable for calculating the relative yields;
then maintaining the same parameters for the decay of the
CN we use the code for calculating the Y,, values for the
case ‘2C+‘54Sm. Since for a compound nuclear reaction
ene expects the decay of the CN to be independent of the
way in which the CN was formed (except for the difference in angular momentum and excitation energy that the
program CASCAD.?can account for), we expect that these
predictions of Yd, should be quite realistic.
In the case of a+‘54Sm, we have to rely entirely upon
the prediction of thr code CASCADE. By comparing the
prediction of CASCADE with the experimental values we
estimate an uncertainty of about 8% in the predicted
value of Y,,,, In all the cases studied, the input spin distributions used in our CASCADE calculations were chosen
iteratively so as to be consistent with the measured ox”
and (/ ). The experimental results are displayed in Figs. 4
and 5.
IV. THEORETICAL MODELS:
PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS
A. A barrier-penetration model including
target deformation effects
The fusion cross section can be written as
of”r(E)=~~,=~~-~~21+llP,(E),
i
k2 1

(6)

(,+exp[2n(V~f)

])‘,

which is quantum mechanically correct for energies E
both above and below I’,. The frequency w, depends on
both the barrier curvature and the inertia parameter p
(8)
For commonly used potentials the values of R, and &J
are insensitive to I for the 1 values important in nearbarrier fusion,‘4,‘s so that
R,~R,=rbL4;‘3+A;‘J),
o,ea

(9)

,

(10)

where Rb, aa, and V, represent the interaction radius, the
frequency, and the barrier height for I =0, respectively.
If the characteristic time of the collision is short compared to the rotation time, the orientation of the target
nucleus can be regarded as frozen throughout the collision. Esbensen et al.16 hdve shown that the frozen approximation is quite good for collective excitations with
&J 5 1 MeV. This criterion is readily satisfied for lS4Sm,
which has a low lying 2+ rotational state at E,=O.O82
MeV. If ene denotes the angle between the symmetry axis
of the deformed nucleus and the internuclear separation
axis by B, we can write for the height of the barrier

v,(8)=v,=~(e)+---'--2-/wtlM*
2~4
Consequently, according to Eq. (71, Pr now also depends
on 0. The effective transmission coefficient (P,(E)) can
be obtained by averaging P,(tT,E> over al1 possible orientations. In this manner we can write
uf,,(E)=

(U,,,bw)
=~~I:(2!+I~(P,w,H)).
I

(12)

Equation (12) including quadrupole deformations was
first developed by Wong.14 It has been successfully applied to near barrier fusion by Scobel ef al.” The computer codel that we have used in this work for calculating cross sections according to this model only takes into
account the quadrupole deformation of the target nucleus;
the projectile is regarded as spherical.
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Before proceeding to a comparison of this onedimensional barrier-penetration model including deformation with our results, we would like to briefly discuss
sorne of the basic assumptions implicit in this model, and
also to establish connections with some other models that
have been developed for calculating fusion cross sections
at sub-barrier energies.
Regarding thr assumption of replacing the effective potential by an inverted parabola, we consider this to be a
quite reasonable approximation.
According to Eq. 171, the
coefficients P, are sensitive mostly to the potential in a
rather nwrow neighborhood around its maximum of
width AEGaW/2. Therefore as long as the second derivative of the effective potential does not vanish at its maximum and we are not dealing with energies far below thr
interaction barrier this assumption will be justified. For
several commonly used nuclear potentials, Jahnke et al. l9
have found that tiwz3+ 1 MeV in the mass region under
consideration. This assumes that the effective mass in Eq.
(8) is equal to the reduced mass. The validity of this assumption for heavy targets is unclear at this time. Timedependent Hartree-Fock calculations indicate that it is a
reasonable approximation
for “Ca+%a
but that for
12C+ “C and ‘bO+‘60 there are significant incrases in
the inertial mass at internuclear separations corresponding
to the top of the barrier.20,2’
The above model can be generalized to include deformations other than quadrupolar, and to treat vibrational
as well as rotational motion. Esbensen22 has developed a
simple model to account for the zero-point motion (ZPM)
associated with the vibrational and rotational collective
degrees of freedom. In this model, Esbensen assumes that
the collective moda that are relevant are those for which
the pericd of the collective motion is long as compared
with the characteristic collision time. The rest of the
modes only influente the relative motion in an average
manner, and are included in the effective interaction potential. The relevant modes are treated within the impulse
approximation,
in a way similar to the Wong model,
where the defonnations
are assumed to be frozen
throughout the interaction, and I is assumed to be a good
quantum n”mber.‘6 It should be emphasized that for the
case of deformed nuclei, both the ZPM mcdel and the
Wong model contain basically the same physics and have
similar limitations.
B. Coupled channels and optical models
More general formalisms that can accommodate the interaction between the relative motion and the intrinsic degres of freedom have been developed, such as the
coupled-channels formulation.”
This useful generalimtion has been achieved at a great expense of simplicity. In
our work we did not find it necessary to use this generalized treatment in arder to obtain a reasonable account of
our experimental results. The frozen-shape assumption of
the simple models is particularly good for our case because of the well-developed rotational character of our
target nucleus.
Finally, a model that has becn extensively used for calculating elastic cross sections, reaction cross sections, and
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wave functions used as the starting point for more complex calculations, is the optical model. From this model it
is possiblr to calculate the total amount of flux removed
from the elastic channel which determines the total reaction cross section oK. Only when fusion is the dominant
contributing channel is it justified to assume ofui=oR. In
spite of its ability to reproduce a wide variety of expetimental results by properly adjusting the potential parametus, this model is more appropriate for calculating the angular dependence of the elastic cross section and determining the entrance channel wave functions than for
understanding the relevant physical aspects of sub-barrier
fusion. For instance, the enhancement of sub-barrier
fusion cross sections observed in bombardment of several
isotopes of Sm by 160, which incrases with the deformation of the target, “,” can find a natural and simple explanation in the context of the Wang or the ZPM models
by taking into account the enhancement in the fusion
cross section introduced by the known deformations. The
variation of the parameters of the optical potential necessary to obtain a good fit of the data would hardly convey
the same physical insight into the problem.
V. INTERPRETATION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
AND DISCUSSION
In this section we shall interpret our results for the
fusion cross section and the first moment of the spin distribution by using a model that incorporates both baria
penetration and the averaging over the orientation of the
deformed target.‘4 We first discuss the results obtained
for orus as a function of the bombarding energy. From
these data we deduce the model parameters V,, Q,, and
tW that are required to fit the data, and using the same
parameters we then use the model for predicting the first
moment of the spin distribution and compare these predictions with our experimental results.
A. Fusion cross sections
For bombarding energies above the Coulomb barrier the
fusion cross section is given by

Thus one expects a linear dependence of the fusion cross
section with the inverse of the center of mass energy.
Consequently from the slope and the interaction of a line
fit to the data in such a plot, it is possible to determine
values of the interaction radius Rb and the interaction
barrier V,
In Fig. 4 we present our data of ciur YS lOOO/&,,. for
the cases of a, “C!, and 160 on ‘%m, respectively. From
these figures, it is clear that the high energy data indeed
show a linear behavior in this representation. From the
dotted straight lina we extracted the values of Rb and V,
for each system studied. In Table III we presrnt the
values of these parameters for each case.
The values of íG were determined from the experimental fusion cross sections at energies less than and about
that of the interaction barrier. This is the sane region in
which the nuclear deformation also affects the behavior of
the ofirsr so it is not pasible from the fusion cross section
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TABLE III. Barrier penetration model parameters. Typical
uncertainties in rb and cb are 3% and 5%, respectively.
System
cx+ “%m
“C + ‘%n
‘60+‘54Sm
“Ar+“‘Sm

fw

r*

Vb

lfm)

(MeVI

0

(MeVI

1.42
1.26
1.35
1.35

15.4
44.6
59.0
128.0

0.22
0.22
0.22
0.22

2.4
2.0
3.5
4.9

data alone to determine both fw and the deformation parameter /3, as will be discussed in more detail later.
Quantitative information on the quadrupole deformation, characterized by the parameter /3, has been obtained
by severa1 independent method?
such as n-particle
scattering2’.26 electromagnetic
transitions in p-mesic
atoros,*’ and from reduced E2 transition matrix elemrnts,
B(E2,2-OL'" Even though there are some discrepancies in the values obtained for /3 among the different
methods,*’ al1 these methods yield values of /3 between 0.2
and 0.3. We have been able to obtain a good fit of the
fusion cross sections for all the systems studied using
8=0.22 for ‘%m and assuming a spherical shape for the
projectiles. Additional support for using this particular
value for the deformation of ‘%m is the fact that with
this same value of fl it has been possible to achieve quite a
nice fit* of the 40Ar+‘S4Sm data using a value of rW=4.9
MeV.
It is also important to notice that fiw cannot be regarded as a completely free parameter. Its value, in arder to
be physically meaningful, has to agree with the values ene
would obtain by using some of the well-tested nuclear potentia1s.29 The values of fiw that were required for obtaining the fits depicted in Fig. 2 are presented in Table II and
for the systems studied here are in the expected range” of
fwz3+1
MeV.
The values of fw obtained for “C and a, although consistent with LI priori expectations, should be taken with
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some caution, particularly for the case of ‘*C. As we have
seen previously, the fusion cross section data that are
relevant for determining fw are the near- and sub-barrier
data, which in our particular case have the largest errors.
In particular we suspect that in the case of “C the low energy data for the fusion cross section may have been
overestimated due to the fact that the code CASCADE(Ref.
6) has shown a tendency to overpredict the (HI,4n) yield
at lower energies.
B. Average angular momentum of the spin distributions
Using the barrier-penetration model including deformation and the same parameters used for fitting the fusion
cross sections (see Table III) we calculated the first moment of the spin distribution as a function of energy. The
results of these calculations and the values of (I) obtained from our experiments, as described in the previous
section, are depicted in Fig. 6 for the cases of a, “C, and
‘“0 on ?hn.
In al1 these plots the error bars on the data
include both the uncertainties in the measured multiplicities as well as the uncertainties in converting them to angular momentum as was discussed previously. The model
used is in good agreement with the results obtained in the
present experiment as well as the earlier results on
‘~o+%n.
For the case of a + “%m (Fig. 6) we see that the Sharp
cutoff expectations for the average angular momentum
(1) seem to reproduce the results quite well. This fact
may be associated with the manner in which Eq. (2) was
obtained, namely by comparing the measured y multiplicities at bombarding energies well abwe the barrier in reactions using light ions (e.g., a particles) with the values
of (L ) obtained using the Sharp cutoff estimates. Therefore, the Sharp cutoff expectations for the case of
a+“‘Sm
[Figs. 6 and 1 l(a)] show the self-consistency of
Eq. (2) for relating average angular momentum with y
multiplicities.

14 16 16 20 22 24264643505254565860626062646666707274
Elob

(MeV)

FIG. 6. Average angular momentum of the spin distribution in the compound nucleus produced in the ‘He, “C, and ‘6G+‘5’Sm
reactions. The solid curve is the prediction of (1) obtained using the Wong model with the parameters given in Table III, The
short-dashed curve represents the expectation of (1) according to the Sharp cutoff model, namely, (/) =/,,,/1.5, where the values of
l,ti, were obtained from the experimental fusion cross sections. The long-dashed curve in (CI is the prediction of the Wang model
when the target deformation is neglected, ix., B=O.
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C. Spin distribution of the compound nucleus
In Figs. 7-9 we show the results of our model for the
spin distribution for a, “C, and 160 on ““Sm, respectively, for two bombarding energies above and below the
Coulomb barrier for each case. Also in the same figures
we show for comparison, by dotted lines, the expectation
for the spin distribution according to the Sharp cutoff
model. As can be noticed from these figures, the Sharp
cutoff prescription for determining the first moment of
the spin distribution of the CN becomes progressively
worse as we go to energies below the Coulomb barrier.
Note also that the l,,¡, values for the Sharp cutoff model
already include the lowest arder effects of barrier penetration in enhancing the fusion cross section, in that l,,¡, has
been deduced from the experimenta1 cross section. In particular at energies below the Coulomb barrier, these figures suggest that the spin distributions are much broader
than what ene would expect from the Sharp cutoff model.
At higher bombarding energies the Sharp cutoff gives a
fair approximation of the spin distribution. In particular,
for the first moment of the spin distribution at energies
well above the Coulomb barrier, the experimental data
agree with both the prediction of our model as well as the
values obtained using the Sharp cutoff prescription. Figure 6(c) clearly illustrates this point. Although the mean
spin values (first moments) of the realistic and the Sharp
cutoff distributions become similar at high energies, the
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FIG. 8. Comparison of the spin distributions obtained using
the Wang model kolid curves), and the same distributions obtained using the sharp cutoff prescription (dashed lines), for the
compound nucleus produced in the reaction “C+‘%,,
at the
laboratory energies indicated in the figures. The Coulomb barrier for this system is Vbrz48 MeV in the lahoratory system.
distributions have significant differences as revealed by
the higher moments of the distributions.
Another important characteristic to be noticed in these
figures is the fact that the discrepancy between the model
used and the sharp cutoff prescription incrases with the
mass of the projectile. In arder to gain some insight into
the physical reason behind this difference between the
Wong model and the Sharp cutoff prescription, let us recal1 the physical assumptions underlying the two models.
In the Sharp cutoff model ene implicitly neglects the
quantum mechanical penetration effects, ix., ene assumes
that at a given bombarding energy the probability of
penetrating the effective interaction barrier is unity for al1
partia! waves below a certain Ictir and is zero for the rest
of the partial waves, that is, PI= 1 for Is~,,~ and Pi=0
for [ > l,,¡,, so that using Eq. (6) we have

b60-1..1j
-0

16

8

10

12

FIG. 7. C<mparison of :he spin distributions obtained using
the Wang n-,,>delkolid curves). and the same distributions obtained using thc shnrp !xtoff prcscription (dashed linesl, for the
compound nuclew (>rl)duced in thc reaïtion a+‘%n,
at the
laborötwy energies indicated ir, the figures. The Coulomb barrier Sor this system is V,=l6 MeV in the laboratory system.

Within this model l,,,, would rcpresent the number of
partial waves that are required to be removed from the
elastic channel in arder to obtain the experimental fusion
cross section. According to the Sharp cutoff model ene
would also have l,,¡, = 1.5( I), corresponding to a triangular distribution that would be expected in this case. Also
in this model, by assuming a step function for the coefficien& Pi, ene neglects the quantum mechanical aspects of
the penetration through the barrier and reflection above
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FIG. 9. Comparison of the spin distributions
obtained using
the Wong mcdel (solid curves), and the same distributions
obtained using the Sharp cutoff prescription (dashed lina), for the
compound nucleus produced in the reaction 160+ ‘54Sm, at the
labaratory energies indicated in the figures. The Coulomb barrier for this system is Vb-65 MeV in the laboratory system.

the bartier as well as any other effect that may cause a
smearing of the coefficients
Pr around lcti,, such as target
or projectile
deformation.
In the barrier penetration
model, due to the interplay
of
the quantum
mechanical
bartier
penetration,
determined
in this model by fiw, and the effects of the quadrupole
deformation
of the target represented
by the parameter
/3, it
is pasible
to compensate
the variation
of ene of these parameters (fw or /3) by an approptiate
change in the other.
In Fig. 10 we have tried to illustrate
this point by presenting a set of fair fits to the experimental
data, for the case
of 160+154Sm,
using two extreme but equally unphysical
vatues for the parameters
+?w and fl. Although
a reasonable fit can be obtained
using fl=O and &0=8.4
MeV,
neither of these values is consistent
with what is known
for this system. Similarly
the calculation
with no barrier
penetration
(fiw-0)
is completely
unphysical
and in
disagreement
with what is known
about the potential.
For this reason it is important
when using this medel to
examine the consistency
of these parameters
with other
sources of information.
The long-dashed
curve in Fig.
6(c) shows the effect of neglecting
the effect of target deformation
while keeping a realistic shape of the barrier.
From this comparison
we conclude
it is necessary to include both barrier penetration
and target deformation
effe&.
The important
role of deformation
in determining
the total fusion cross section at sub-barrier
energies has
been established
in studies”,24
of the fusion cross sections

FIG. 10. Fusion cross sections and average angular momaturn of the spin distribution
for the system ‘60+“‘Sm.
The fits
tu the data was obtained using the Wong model with the values
of iio and /3 indicated in the figures. These values of r%o and 0
represent two extreme but equally unphysical situations. When
no barrier penetration is allowed, the smearing of the coefficient
Pr is generated by an exaggerated target deformation.
In the
case of B=O, the smearing is caused by an unrealistically
penetrable bar&,.
The dashed curves in (b) and (d) are the values
obtained from the Sharp cutoff prescription.

for different
Sm isotopes, which vary from
cal nuclei to quite deformed
nuclei.
D. Comparison

among the different

nearly

spheri-

systems studied

If the deformation
degrees of freedom
are constant
among the different
systems studied, which in the present
work is approximately
achieved by using always the same
target, the differences
in the spin distribution
of the CN
produced
in each of the reactions used arise from the variation in the angular momentum
depw,ient
part of the effective potential.
Furthermore,
at the effective
interaction
distance R,
where Vcff reaches its maximum
value, we have the conditmn
(15)
As
the
are
the

the mass of the projectile
changa, p and Rb vary. For
case of a, ‘+2, and 160 on ‘%n,
the values of PR;
in the ratio of 1:3.5:5, respectively.
In the language of
barrier-penetration
model, this means that for heavier
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projectiles more partial waves have barriers comparable to
the incident energy and can be affected by barrier penetration and reflection. This will lead to relatively broader
spin distributions for heavier projectiles.
In Fig. 11 we present our experimental (I) values for
the different projectiles a, ‘“C, and 160. We use &, obtained from the experimental values of ofur using Eq. (14),
as a convenient scaling parameter.
The straight line
l,,;, = 1.5 ( / ) , that would be the expected relationship between these two quantities according to the Sharp cutoff
presctiption, is also shown in this figure for referente.
Our results clearly display the expected behavior, namely that the larga the mass of the projectile the larger the
deviation from the extreme Sharp cutoff model for a given
value of l,,¡,, and consequently the broader the spin distribution for this system. Also we see that as the energy
(and lcti,) increases, the relation between 0) and l,,¡,
tends to approach that of the Sharp cutoff model. In Figs.
1l(b), cc), and (d) we present, in the same representation,
the results corresponding to the cases of a, “C, and “0
on ‘??m, together with the prediction obtained using the

4rit
FIG. ll. Experimental values of (I) plotted versus I,,,,. The
values of (I) were obtained from the measured gamma multiplicities using Eq. (2) whereas the corresponding values of l,,;,
were obtained from the fusion cmss sections using Eq. (14). The
error bars in this figure only include the statistical errors in (I).
In (b), lc), and id) we show values for the different systems,
separately. The error bars of (I) now include buth the uncertainties in the measured muhiplicitirs as well as the uncrrtainties in ~onverting them tu angular momentum. The solid curves
are the predictions of the Wang model for these systems.

1761

barrier-penetration model including defonnation. The error bars in (1) now include both the uncertainties in the
measured multiplicities and the uncertainties in converting them to angular momentum as discussed before.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have measured the gamma multiplicity M,, and the
woss section for the dominant reaction channel for the
systems a+%n
and ‘*C+‘54Sm at near-barrier bombarding energies. Our main objetive was to obtain information about the spin distribution of the compound nucleus produced in these reactions and to gain some insight
to the physical features that determine the deviation of
this spin distribution from simple Sharp cutoff estimates.
In particular, by using different projectiles on the same
target we have varied the reduced mass of the system
while maintaining a constant target deformation, enabling
us to address the question of how relevant the centrifuga1
potential penetrability is in determining the spin distribution of the CN.
One of the most interesting aspects of our study is the
striking difference in the bombarding energy dependence
of the fusion cross section and the gamma multiplicity.
While the first varia in each of the systems studied by
about three orders of magnitude over the bombarding energy range studied here, the gamma multiplicities show a
much slower variation in the same bombarding energy intend
In arder to characterize the spin distribution of the CN
we have used as a referente a triangular distribution and
we have analyzed the deviations from this shape that were
inferred from our experimental results. We found that at
high energies the Sharp cutoff is a reasonable approximation. More specifically, the values of (1) obtained from
the shape cutoff model using Eq. (14) together with
lcti, = 1.5 (I) are consistent with our experimental results
at energies well above the Coulomb barrier (see Fig. 6).
At energies near and below the Coulomb barrier we
found that the predictions of the Sharp cutoff model for
(I) start to underestimate ow experimental results, with
the discrepancy larga for the more massive projectiles.
At these energies our data for (I) indicate a much
broader spin distribution than the ene that would be expected from the Sharp cutoff model, especially for cases of
heavier projectiles (larga reduced mass). Figures 7-9 indicate how inadequate the spin distributions predicted using the Sharp cutoff model can be at these low bombarding enrrgies.
The bread spin distributions that we found at subbarrier energies can be accounted for if we take into account both the penetrability of the centrifugal potential,
and the effects of target deformation.
The different
behavior exhibited by the different systems [see Fig. 1l(a)]
clearly indicates the relevance of the centrifuga] baria
penetrability in determining the spin distribution of the
CN, since in all the systems studied we used the same target, and therefore the contribution of the deformation to
the broadening is supposed to be constant. The difference
in the broadening of the spin distribution can be easily understood by noting that for heavier projectiles (large PR;),
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according to Eq. (151, the effective interaction barriers
have a slower variation with I; in other words, the effective potential does not change much from ene I to the
next. Therefore the penetrability coefficients PI also have
a smoother variation with / for the more massive projectiles and consequently the spin distributions are broader.
Inclusion of barrier penetration effects alone does not
adequately account for the observed (I ) values, as can be
seen by comparison of the dashed line with the experimental data. It is necessary to include the defomzition effects to understand both the absolute value of the fusion
cross sections at sub-barrier energies and the absolute
value of (1) at near-barrier energies. The onedimensional barrier-penetration model including deformation, as developed by Wang,” can account for the experimental results very nicely. Equivalent approaches, such
as the ZPM model,2’ can also reproduce the experimental

results.2 The success of these models together with their
simplicity make these models very useful for predicting
spin distributions in this mass region. For all these systems we have found it unnecessary to appeal to the inclusion of additional degrees of freedom.
The degree of agreement between our experimental results and the prediction of the barrier-penetration model
including deformation also suggests that the assumption
made of regarding the inertia parameter @ as the reduced
mass of the entrance channel is adequate in these cases.
Moreover, the variation of the reduced mass of the entrance channel accounts very well for the variation found
in the behavior of the different systems used in this work.
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